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DPS FALL 2021 MEETING ASL ACCOMMODATION?

The 2021 DPS Virtual-meeting Organizing Committee (VOC) is working on a plan to enable automated closed-captioning of all pre-recorded and live presentations. The VOC would like to know if any of our attendees will need additional live ASL interpretation as well. If you will need an ASL interpreter for part of the meeting, or have another accommodation request with a longer lead time, please email Joe Masiero (jmasiero@ipac.caltech.edu [1]) to coordinate.

FALL 2021 MEETING DECISION PROCESS

As mentioned in the Note from the Chair in the previous newsletter, the DPS Committee is sharing a set of charts documenting their decision-making process and constraints. You can find them in a ppt file at this link:

TITAN THROUGH TIME 5: IN-PERSON AND VIRTUAL

The previously postponed Titan Through Time 5 Workshop has been rescheduled and will be held as an in-person meeting with a virtual attendance option August 10-12, 2021 at the University of Colorado Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics (CU-LASP). Please see https://titanthroughtime.org/ [3] for more information.

FALL 2021 DPS MEETING SITE

The fall meeting website is now live. Check it out for the latest information:

DPS JUNE 22 PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP

Postdoctoral Opportunities in National Labs, Research Institutes and Universities: A Community Conversation - DPS June Virtual Professional Development Workshop

Date: Tuesday, June 22, 2021

Time: 2 pm Eastern, 1 pm Central, 12 pm Mountain, 11 am Pacific, 8 am Hawaii, 8 pm CEST (Central European)

Duration: 1 hr

Where: online

Join us for an interactive question and answer session all about postdoc positions. All are welcome! The professional development subcommittee of the DPS has assembled a panel of experts from various
institutions and fields and also student moderators for the event. We will cover as many topics as are of interest to the audience, and plan to have a slack channel for asynchronous questions and answers as well.

Please note this event is free, open to all, and you do not need to be a DPS member or registered for the fall DPS meeting to attend. More information and the signup page can be found here:


We hope to see you there!
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JOBS, POSITIONS, AND OPPORTUNITIES

A. Postdoctoral Research Position in Planet Formation, U. Georgia

[https://jobregister.aas.org/ad/52f5b098](https://jobregister.aas.org/ad/52f5b098) [6]

B. Assistant Professor of Physics and Astronomy, St. Cloud State University

The Department of Physics and Astronomy at St. Cloud State University has a fixed-term (non-tenure track) faculty opening in Physics and Astronomy for the 2021-2022 academic year. Successful candidates will have significant expertise to support our undergraduate programs. Examples of possible courses to teach include; ASTR 106 (Concepts of the Solar System), ASTR 311 (Solar System Astronomy), ASTR 312 (Stellar Astronomy), and PHYS 231 & 232 (algebra based General Physics I & II).

[https://jobregister.aas.org/ad/44dda25e](https://jobregister.aas.org/ad/44dda25e) [7]

C. Postdoc opening at INAF-IAS, Italy
One postdoc position is available at INAF-IAPS Italy, for modeling of surfaces of solid bodies of the Solar System and comparison with data from space probes and terrestrial analogues in the laboratory, based on projects EXOMARS / Ma_MISS, DAWN, ROSETTA/VIRTIS.

More information at:

https://bit.ly/2TBhzMg

Mail: mariacristina.desanctis@inaf.it

Send submissions to:

Maria Womack, DPS Secretary (dpssec@aas.org)
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